
SMA Thumbprint Campaign For Climate Change 
 

In order to raise awareness and understanding of what Climate Justice is and to encourage action to 
achieve it, the Society of African Missions (SMA) has initiated this Campaign which is being used at all 
SMA events and in all SMA Houses during the latter half of 2015. Known as the Thumbprint Campaign 
for Climate Justice, it asks individuals to promise or pledge to be better stewards of God’s creation. 
People are asked to pledge to take greater care of their own environment, where they work or live 
and to use energy, food and other everyday materials more carefully.  It invites people to join in the 
campaign by literally making their mark, (their thumbprint on a prayer card), for Climate Justice.  Our 
thumbprint is something unique, something that identifies each of us from all others in the world. The 
contribution I can make to Climate Justice is just as unique because only I can make it, through the 
actions I take and the decisions I make in the place where I live and in my daily live. At the core of this 
campaign are the beliefs that acting to reduce climate change is a matter of faith and justice and also 
that contribution that we as individuals make matters. If we all do what we can it will add up to a big 
contribution to reducing the effects of Climate Change. There are a number of very informative and 
imaginative resources including: 
 

(i) a six minute YouTube video explaining the campaign, 
 

(ii) a Prayer Service - could be used as a special assembly to raise awareness of this important 
issue, 
 

(iii) an Act for Justice Leaflet,  
 

(iv) a Pledge Sheet, 
 

(v) a Prayer Card, 
 

(vi) a Make A Difference & Make Your Mark Posters & Pop-up display stands 
 
 
 
The 1st of November 2015 has been designated an International Day of Prayer for Climate Justice 
and this event could be marked by a special assembly using the prayer cards/resources created as part 
of the campaign.  Below is a link to the SMA website and also to the various downloadable resources.  
Dympna Mallon is the Laity Co-ordinator with the SMA Fathers in Dromantine Retreat and Conference 
Centre outside Newry and she would be delighted to hear from you.  Please send her relevant 
photographs of events that you might hold in your school, parish or college. Her email address is 
laity@sma.ie and the SMA website address is 
 

http://www.sma.ie/climate-justice/ 

 

Resources: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FelpOcwE3o 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/leaflet.pdf 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/pledge_sheet.pdf 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/pledge.pdf 
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http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/prayer_service.pdf 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/mark_poster.pdf 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/difference_poster.pdf 

http://www.coistine.ie/images/stories/Climate_Justice/logo.jpg 
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